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Budget proposal
may cut music,
sports funding

Teamwork

Mark Studyvin
San Jose firefighters, paramedics and police combine forces to assist an unidentified male accident victim out of his car Saturday

Daily stet photographer

night. The car flipped over after colliding with another vehicle on
10th and Williams streets.

Spartan Bookstore policy bans shorts;
decision stirs dress code controversy
By Lisa Elmore
Daily staff writer
As customers browsed in the
aisles or waited in checkout lines,
the warm Monday morning air in the
Spartan Bookstore was cut by an announcement over the loudspeaker.
A woman’s voice said bookstore
employees were not allowed to wear
shorts, that no one would be allowed
to come to work in shorts, and that
there would be a meeting to discuss
employees’ attire.
Until that meeting, however, no
one would be allowed to wear
shorts, the voice said.
"It stinks," said one employee,
who asked not to be identified.
The policy is "stupid" because
women are permitted to wear short
skirts or culottes, the employee said.
Culottes are shortened trousers
made to look like a skirt.

The employee said she wouldn’t
mind if the store established a policy
indicating what type of shorts were
acceptable, but said a person runs
out of options for hot -weather clothing if shorts are excluded altogether.
"It’s only common sense," she
said. "We shouldn’t wear short
shorts or gym shorts."
Employees wearing shorts in a
store present an unprofessional
image to the public, according to
Operations Manager Elisa MabraHolmes, who made the loudspeaker
announcement.
"Do you see employees wearing
shorts in any other retail outlets’?"
she asked.
However, Nordstrom department
store in Valley Fair shopping mall
allows its employees to wear shorts,
according to a customer service representative who would not give her
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name.
Its Brass Plum department, which
sells clothing for juniors, permits
employees to wear shorts with short
socks.
"They can wear shorts because
that’s the style now," she said.
Other floor employees can wear
"city shorts," which are a type of
dressier walking shorts as long as
they are worn with hosiery, the representative said.
Because the Spartan Bookstore is
located on a college campus should
not have any bearing on its standards, Mabra-Holmes said.
"I don’t think there is a difference
between any other retail outlet and
the Spartan Bookstore." she said.
When asked why employees could
wear skirts and culottes, but not
shorts, Mabra-Holmes replied: "We
do not regulate skirts."

Another employee said he was not
surprised that the announcement was
made over the store loudspeaker.
Employees wort( at different times
and there aren’t general employee
meetings, so announcements are
sometimes made this way and repeated once or twice during the day
so everyone gets the message, the
employee said.
It is not known if the "no shorts"
announcement was made more than
once Monday.
General announcements over the
loudspeaker are an effective way to
reach employees, according to
Mabra-Holmes.
"I have no problem with it." she
said.
Bookstore employees plan to meet
Saturday to discuss dress policies for
the bookstore.
See POLICY, back page

By Joel Beers
Daily staff writer
Opposition to next year’s Associated Students proposed budget has
surfaced within the SJSU music and
athletic departments.
Funding for minor sports and
music ensembles would be particularly hard hit if the budget is approved, say members of the athletic
and music departments.
Both departments face substantial
cuts in student government funds if
the A.S. budget committee’s recommendations are accepted at Wednesday’s A.S. meeting.
Intercollegiate Athletics will receive nearly $92,000 in A.S. funds
under the current proposal.
Last year, the athletics department
received $16,000 more than this
year’s recommended allocation.
The music department will take a
$6,500 cut if the proposal is accepted. dropping the A.S. allocation
to $63,412.
"My only reaction (if the A.S.
makes the cuts) is that I would feel
very sorry for those sports programs
which the A.S. has said it supports." said Athletic Director Randy
Hoffman.
"It seems to me that (the cuts) are
going backwards at a time when in
order to keep up with the times
(funding) should go up," said Music
Department Chairman Gus Leas.
There are two reasons behind the
cuts, according to committee members:
The A.S. is operating with less
projected revenue than last year due
to a hold on funds from Spartan
Shops.
Two areas. the A.S. Program
Board and Leisure Services, need increased funds to take advantage of
the Rec Center opening.
These reasons have forced the
budget committee to make a 7 percent cut in one segment of the A.S.
budget. Instructionally Related Activities (IRA).
The IRA’s segment generally
amounts to about 30 percent, or just
over $200,000, of the total A.S.
budget.
The IRA portion of the budget is
allocated for student organizations
that are involved in academic activities, such as athletics and music ensembles.

Intercollegiate
Athletics
and
music ensembles receive more
funds, proportionally, than other
IRA’s. That makes the 7 percent cut
in the two areas appear more substantial, according to budget committee chairman Kevin Reese.
"The (cuts) had to come from
somewhere," Reese said. "And
when we looked at the entire budget
we found that the only place they

’My only reaction is
I would feel very
sorry for those
sports which the
A.S. has said it
supports.’
Randy Hoffman,
Athletic Director

could come from was IRA. It’s the
same percentage for all of them, just
higher dollar amounts for athletics
and the music department."
Although the funds given to athletics by the A.S. represent a miniscule percentage of the $4.7 million
Intercollegiate Athletic budget, Hoffman said the cuts will impact the
department.
Travel expenses and promotions
for sports other than football and
men’s basketball would be hurt the
most, he said.
He added that the proposed cuts
might jeapordize how many games
are scheduled because the teams
would be unable to travel as much.
Hoffman also said that student
support for athletics is already low at
SJSU, and cutting funds might hurt
even more.
"Student fee support is a lot less
here than other schools," he said
"We’re appreciative with what we
get but it’s already too little and we
wouldn’t like it cut more."
The proposal calls for funding
cuts of $5,000 in athletic promotions
and $55.000 in men’s athletics.
Women’s athletics funding would
See BUDGET back page

Two arrested

Woman raped in parking garage
By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer
A 29-year-old woman was gang raped and beaten by four attackers
Friday night on the top floor of the
10th Street Garage.
Two suspects were arrested following the incident, but two are still
at large. Neither the suspects nor the
victim are SJSU students.
The case is under investigation by
the University Police Department.
The woman, whose identity was
not released, met with the suspects
and drank beer with them minutes
before the rape, which happened
around II p.m. , said UPD Lt. Shannon Maloney.
Robert Ellis, 20, and Dean Wilkins, 19, were arrested at the scene.
Both were charged with rape, so-

domy and oral copulation. The men
were still in Santa Clara County Jail
Monday afternoon.
The victim met Ellis on East Santa
Clara Street earlier that evening and
agreed to accompany the suspect to
his house on - South Ninth Street,
according to the police report.
When they reached the 10th Street
Garage entrance on Ninth and Elizabeth streets, Ellis allegedly told the
woman to wait at the corner. Ellis returned a few minutes later with Wilkins, police said.
At least three other unidentified
men converged on the corner. The
entire group, including the woman,
then went into the garage stairwell to
dnnk beer. Maloney said.
It is unknown how much beer was
consumed, but Maloney said the vic-

Role-playing

tim also drank some.
A few minutes later, Ellis allegedly confronted the woman and
raped her, police said.
Then, one by one, three other men
allegedly sexually assaulted her.
A San Jose police officer patrolling the area around 10th and Santa
Clara streets heard the victim scream
and went into the parking structure,
where he found the woman.
UPD and SJPD forces surrounded
the parking garage and captured Ellis
and Wilkins as they left the structure, Maloney said.
Both men were transported to
Santa Clara County Jail. Authorities
said the identity of the two other men
is unknown.
See RAPE, back page

Weather service opens bids for building;
SJSU programs may be left in the cold
By Daniel Vasquez
Daily staff writer
The National Weather Service decision to open bids for the relocation
of their Redwood City forecasting
office may leave several SJSU programs with no place logo.
A U.S. Department of Commerce
Inspector General’s ruling March 31
stalled the university’s plans for a
new building on campus.
The proposed building would
have housed the NWS, the Meteorolgy Department, Continuing Education, Associated Students offices, negotiations between the NWS and
the A.S. Print Shop, Washington SJSU did not adhere to the Federal
Square Federal Credit Union, and Competition and Contracting Act.
The act requires government agenSpartan Shops.
The Inspector General ruled that cies to consider bids from all inter-

SJSU President
Gail Fullerton and
tenants who were
to share space in
the building will
meet April 27.

ested contractors.
Exceptions are allowed under the
act when the government clearly
benefits. The Inspector General
ruled the proposed negotiations were
not an exception.
A meeting between SJSU President Gail Fullerton and all of the tenants who were to share space in the
$6 million building has been set for
April 27, said Ralph Bohen, SJSU
dean of continuing education.
At the meeting, those involved in
the negotiations to share space at
Fifth and San Carlos streets, in front
of Duncan Hall, will discuss what to
do next, he said.
"We need the space," Bohen
See WEATHER, back page

A food fair field trip gives fifth graders from I,au- nual excursion exposes students to SJSU to help
relwood Elementary a taste of college life. The an- them visualize themselves In college.
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Letters to the Editor
Public’s right to know
Editor,
I believe Rob Lyon cannot understand why KSJS
aired such views as were expressed Wednesday by selfproclaimed white supremacist William Herrelbecause
Mr. Lyon probably didn’t listen to it. Most likely, Lyon
got all the information needed from Friday’s Spartan
Daily to do his column. His article did not mention a
single quote from the program nor much detail about
the views expressed.
The reason for KSJS to air Mr. Herrel’s views, or any
viewpoint for that matter, is because this is college
radio. We are operated by students for students and the
community at large with a diverse array of programming and viewpoints. All viewpoints expressed can be
responded to in rebuttal form (on Wednesday at 6:30
p.m. we will feature a rebuttal to Mr. HCITCI by a teacher
who failed him because of his views).
1 believe the interview with Mr. Herrel is important
to students and the community because many may ask
questions such as: "What are supremacists and skinheads? Arc there differences? What drives supremacists
to believe the way they do?" All of which are pertinent
concerns of our community as the numbers of
supremacists and skinheads are increasing to the point
of becoming a real visible force in society.
Its fine to criticize people who believe whatever they
desire, but nobody is in any postion to tell anyone else
how to live, act, think or function in society. We at
KSJS will continue in whatever direction we choose,
regardless if we displease some people.
Jon James
America’s Cup captain Dennis
Junior
KSJS Nevis Director "the cheesehead" Conner will be
seeing kiwi fruit in his dreamsfor
eternity.
Help make the connection
Two weeks ago, the New York
Supreme Court ripped the
Editor,
America’s Cup from Conner, freeI applaud the various ways people have chosen to ing the United States from the
promote change in society and enlighten individuals. In embarrassment surrounding the
the Spartan Daily a few weeks ago I noticed a front man.
page story on date rape week. Indeed, this is a problem,
Chief Justice Carmen Ciparick of
Andrew H.
as is AIDS and wife or girlfriend battery, which also the New York Supreme Court ruled
receive attention in the media.
on March 26 that the Cup should
Channing
But have you considered that many students may be given to New Zealand because
have another "problem" that is almost completely the "San Diego Yacht club violated
on to cature the cup.
ignored by the media: not having the skills to be able to the deed of the cup."
The sport’s oldest winning tradi"connect" with a member of the other sex? This may
It was the best thing to happen to
tion and 132 years of successful
sound not as "important" as the ones mentioned above, boating since fiberglass.
but it is something that needs to be explored in the camSome call Conner a master defenses went down the toilet
because of Conner.
pus newspaper.
yachtsman.
I was feeling great.
You may at first think, But that’s not a problem."
Some call him the world’s greatNot because I’m unAmerican or
But to some people it is. Personal ads and dating ser- est sailor.
vices exemplify this.
I call him cheesehead because
Not too long ago, a community college paper in the the older he gets the more his brain
Bay area ran a story on condom week. My friend and I molds.
told the editor about a free singles dance a local church
Conner is a combination of
was holding (for non-members as well as members). Howard Cowl’ and John McEnroc:
The editor wasn’t interested.
a loud-mouthed cry baby.
Do people have stereotypes that all college students
The man’s intamy started in
have boyfriends or girlfriends, or have an easy time 1983. I was a sophomore in high
establishing friendships with members of the other sex? school in a state whose bread and
This is not true.
butter is boat building: Rhode
A week of communication skills seminars and workshops at SJSU, for example, would benefit both the stuTwo of the highest-tech 12-meter a fan of the world’s largest island,
dents who arc having trouble forming close relation- yachts were going head to head for but because of the childish antics of
the NYYC and the man defending
ships, as well as the students who already possess these boating’s most coveted trophy.
skills.
It was billed as the race of the the trophy.
Let’s spread knowledge and dispel myths. For exam- century: Australia II v. Liberty.
Stars and Stripes. Conner’s 60ple, despite what the media may be telling people,
The Aussies, behind the inge- foot catamaran capable of nearly 30
women generally still do not initiate conversations or nious invention of a winged keel miles per hour, literally blew the
ask guys out. It sounds good in the "liberated ’80s" ide- (the big thing under the hull that 123 -foot New Zealand out of the
ology, but in practice, it is still guys who face the most keeps you from tipping over), went water in straight races in the most
rejection.
The Spartan Daily has the power to help, as well as
inform students. Let’s use this power to promote positive change and a more accuratc picture of society.
’Ihere area lot of androgynous men out there).
Greg Beds
Junior
The Supreme Court
Graphic Design

Violating the spirit of the game
lopsided victory in history.
After defeating kiwi Michael Fay
with a boat in which a 10-year-old
could have won, Conner told the
polite New Zealander on national
television to "get away from me,
you’re a loser."
Hardly the proper etiquette for a
man representing our country in a
national sport.
His brash nature is a black spot
to the sport of sailing, but most of
all a bad example to people who
look up to what the sport stands for:
good-natured competition on the
open seas.
Conner won the cup back from
Australia in 1986 in four straight
races. If the damn Aussies had

Conner is a combination of
Howard Cosell and John McEnroe:
a loud -mouthed cry baby.

One more shot

.’

Editor,
The available evidence does not indicate that banning the sale of assault rifles would result in either a
significant decrease in the number of weapons or, more
importantly, a decrease in violent crime. In 1977,
Washington, D. C. adopted a measure that bans the
manufacture, importation, and transfer of handguns, and
requires the registration of rifles and shotguns. In 1976,
the year before the law took effect, Washington, D. C.
was the nation’s seventh most violent city with a population over 500,000. By 1982, it had moved into first
place as its violent crime rate rose from 1,485.6 per
100,000 population to 2,202.1. In 1976 guns were used
in about 40 percent of the city’s violent crimes. By
1982, guns were involved in almost half of the violent
crimes.
There is no evidence that assault rifles or semi -automatic rifles in general arc disproportionately used in
crime. Semi -automatics and all other rifles are involved
in only 4 percent of all homicides. Data from large
cities indicate that so-called "assault rifles" constitute
just 2 to 3 percent of all guns seized by police.
With a worsening trade deficit, an impending recession that is likely to send the federal budget deficit
above 515() billion, continued population growth,
increasing energy consumption, the coming greenhouse
effect from continued carbon dioxide emissions that is
likely to cause massive disruptions in agriculture, and
continued loss of stratospheric ozone, our legislators
would appear to have enough real problems that need
solutions. Legislative bans on guns will deprive lawabiding citizens of their constitutional right to possess
firearms, but will not solve any real problems.
Donald F. Anthrop
Professor

doing the difficult
Ie9al research on
the abortion case.

never lost to him, the land of the
free wouldn’t have had to brave his
antics.
Fortunately, yachting is now safe
for the time being from the man
who makes Ted Turner look like a
gentleman.
Andrew II. Channing is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

Year 2000.
Amelia was brought from her dank cell
into an upstairs office. The name on the
door was short and sterile, giving her no
idea who worked inside: Facts.
A guard dressed in black and white
(everything was black and white, including her prison for the past three months)
shoved her inside with no comment.
Amelia stared in confused fascination at
the sheets of newspaper slapped haphazardly on the walls. Some had stories circled in red with "Right" written beneath
them; others had not been so lucky, with
many labeled "Wrong" and even more cut
out entirely.
Someone cleared his voice loudly, the
thick sound grabbing her from her state of
bemusement.
She hadn’t noticed him beforehe wasn’t very attractive. There were no interesting planes to his face, no variations in the
coal gray of his eyes. He was just...there,
and not looking very happy about it.
"What are your initials?" he asked
brusquely.
She still wasn’t accustomed to the terseness of identification here. No full names
were allowed, and they were in the process of switching completely to numbers.
"My initials are A. L., but I’m used to
people calling me"
"I’m not interested in other people. I
want to know about you. Sit down."
Maybe he wouldn’t be so bad after all,
she thought. At least he was going to ask
her questions about herself. She settled
herself as comfortably as she could in the
straight-backed chair.
The man stared at her and then through
her, it seemed. His hands were folded on
his bare desk. Finally he resumed his staccato questioning.
"What do you think should be done
about the Exxon oil spill in Alaska, and
who should carry out those actions?" he
asked matter of factly.
"That is an important question and one
I’ve been thinking about for quite a
while," she said slowly. "At first one
would tend to place all blame on Exxon,
but there are more people involved and"
"Don’t hedge. Just answer my question
in as few words as possible."
"But it’s not that simple. True, the oil
company was lax in their safety standards
but there are other regulating agencies
who must share the blame. And the citizens"
The man waved his hand at her impatiently, stopping her in mid-sentence.
"Never mind," he said rudely. "Is abortion right or wrong?"
Amelia was quiet for a minute as she
tried to absorb the change in subject.
"I’m sorry, but that’s not a clear-cut
issue either. Maybe if I explained a little
of my personal background so that you
know what I base my decisions on and
why..."
"I don’t care about your life. I care only
about the issuesthe facts," the man said.
"But the only reason issues become
issues is through the people involved. If
you don’t know or care what people are
like then you won’t understand anything."
"I can see you need more time in your
cell to alter your way of thinking. Until
you abandon the idea that personal
glimpses matter, we have nothing further
to discuss."
He switched on his intercom. "Bring
the next one in, guard."
Year 3025.
The man and woman searched through
the rubble for signs of past life. Finally the
woman saw a yellowed piece of newsprint
wedged underneath a slab of concrete.
She picked it up gingerly and read what
hadn’t yet faded, then looked up at her
companion in disappointment.
"Is this all?" she said. "There are many
facts and figures but nothing tangible,
nothing personal. Now we’ll never know
what kind of people they were."
The man read the print and then threw
it back to the ground. A sudden gust
whipped it up and carried it away.
"From the sounds of it, they weren’t
worth knowing anyway. No depth of character at all, I’d say."
The woman nodded, and the two,gave
up their search. They slowly trudged
away, giving no more thought to the race
that cared so little about individuals that it
left nothing of itself behind.
Leah Pels is the Forum Editor.
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PaLic

Club offers careers
at tropical islands

What is it?

Recreation jobs available in South Pacific
By Elizabeth James

The ability to speak Japanese is
preferred but not required.
"We have daily Japanese language classes for our clubmates."
Alberty said.

Daily staff writer

SJSU students who qualify could
pursue exciting careers in the recreational field at such exotic tropical
islands as Guam and Saipan.
These opportunities will be explored at a panel discussion Wednesday at 9:30 a.m, in the Student
Union’s Almaden Room. The event
is sponsored by the Career Planning
and Placement Center and the recreational and leisure studies department.
Heidi Alberty, a representative of
the Pacific Islands Club, will be
there recruiting students to work in
resorts in Guam and Saipan, two Micronesian islands in the South Pacific.
The resorts are "kind of like Club
Med," Alberty said.
Interested students may attend
both the panel discussion and a presentation given by Alberty at 2:30
p.m. in the Career Center offices.
Students must bring a resume and
recent photo. Interviews will take
place Thursday afternoon.
"We need people with specific
skills in sports or entertainment,"
Alberty said. "We’re hiring singers,
dancers and people who can teach a
variety of sports, like volleyball and
tennis.
"We’re not looking for experts
but rather for energetic people who
can teach these skills to our Japanese
clients."

The job provides room and board
at the club, medical and dental insurance, and pays minimum wage.
Round trip airfare is also provided.
"We invest about $1,000 in our
new employees before they even arrive," Alberty said. "We’re looking
for the best."
One drawback of the job is that it
requires the employee to be available
for six months.
"We hire a lot of recent graduates
and students who take a year off,"
Alberty said.
Other panelists who will attend
Thursday’s discussion include Mara
Pena, representing a Jazzercise franchise; Carolyn Jackson from the San
Jose Department of Recreation,
Parks and Community Services: and
James Githens, from Grace Baptist
Community Center.
"’They’re going to be talking
about various jobs in the recreational
field," said Trey Duffy, the event’s
coordinator. "The jobs include therapeutic recreation, travel/tourism
and recreation jobs with the city,
county, state and national government."

Lisa Isaacs - Daily staff photographer

An untitled sculpture is scrutinized by sophomore Brian Wright
IleftI and junior Nlike deGive. Both are journalism students. The

sculpture is on displas viith others from the Advanced Weaving
class in the Art Quad.

Four of five defendants convicted in $7.1 million Wells Fargo robbery
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) - One
defendant was cleared and four convicted Monday on charges stemming
from the second-largest cash heist in
U.S. history. the $7.1 million Wells
Fargo robbery.
The money allegedly was used to
fund a militant group seeking to
overthrow the government in Puerto
Rico.
Key defendant Juan Segarra
Palmer III was convicted on nine
charges, cleared of one and the jury
continued deliberating on three other
weapons-related charges.
Segarra Palmer was convicted on

robbery -related charges stemming group seeking the overthrow (il the
from the Sept. 12, 1983, theft of U.S. government in Puerto Rico.
cash at the Wells Fargo depot in
But Segarra steadfastly denied
West Hartford.
that he helped plan or execute the
The only defendant cleared of robbery, as the government charged.
criminal charges was Carlos Ayes
The other four defendants were
Suarez.
charged with conspiracy and with eiSegarra, a Harvard graduate, was ther helping transport the stolen
charged in all 16 counts of the indict- money or using part of it to finance
ment and faced up to 150 years in Three Kings Day toy giveaways in
prison if convicted on all counts.
Hartford and Puerto Rico on Jan. 6,
Segarra acknowledged he knew 1985.
about the robbery beforehand and reThe government contended that
ceived the stolen money to finance Los Macheteros recruited Wells
the activities of Los Macheteros, Fargo guard Victor Gerena to cam
Spanish for "machete-wielders," a out the robbery, then helped Gerena

escape to Cuba, where he is believed
to live now.
The government presented 110
witnesses and more than 700 pieces
of evidetice. including tape-recorded
conversations and documents seized
from Los Macheteros members.
During the 51/2 -month trial, prosecutors presented evidence that Los
Macheteros were desperate for
money in 1983 and that Segarra was
put in charge of getting it. Other evidence indicated Segarra was sent
from Puerto Rico to New England
more than a month before the robbery and returned to the island

within weeks afterward.
About $80,000 in what was believed to be stolen money was seized
by FBI agents during searches in
Puerto Rico and Boston on Aug. 30.
1985. when 13 people were arrested.
The government contends that Los
Macheteros spent about $1 million,
moved more than $2 million to Cuba
and squirreled away $4 million in
safety deposit boxes, certificates of
deposit, savings accounts and farmhouse cellars in Puerto Rico.
Leonard Weinglass. Segarra’s attorney, asserted during closing arguments that the robbery itself was so

unprofessional that it couldn’t have
been planned by a sophisticated.
clandestine organization.
If a sophisticated group had been
involved. Weinglass said, other people would have been there to help.
Two other defendants - lawyer
Paul S. Weinberg of Springfield.
Mass.. and Segarra’s wife. Luz Berrios Berrios - pleaded guilty to reduced charges before the trial began
Oct. II. Nine others await trial
while the government appeals the
judge’s dismissal of some tape-recorded evidence.

S p a rt aG uide
more information call 924-7942.
Economics Students Association: Meeting, 1:30 p. m. , S . U.
Montalvo Room.
Sociology 80 Class: Plastic pollution table, 10 a.m., Clark Library.
For more information call 629-7485.
Christian Students Association:
Bible study/fellowship meeting,
noon. S.U. Pacheco Room. For
more information call 268-1411.

TODAY
Marketing Club: Careers at
Nordstrom, 3:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room. For more information
call 733-1936.
Mu Alpha Gamma: Meeting,
4:30 p.m.. Dwight Bentel Hall
Room 205. For morel information
call 293-4174.
Student California Teachers Assedation: Lunchtime social. noon,
Sweeney Hall Courtyard. For more
information call 268-0116.
KSJS: Meeting, 5:30 p.m., Hugh
Gillis Hall Room 118. For more information call 924-KSJS.
Chicano Library Resource Center: Chicano literature-book reviews, noon, Wahlquist Library
North Room 307. For more information call 924-2707.
Campus Crusade For Christ:
Here’s life, 7:15 p.m., S.U. Council
Chambers.For more information call
294-4249.
Christian
American
Asian
Fellowship: 7 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room.
Ohana of Hawaii: Meeting, 7
p.m.. S.U. Guadalupe Room. For

WEDNESDAY
Meteorology Department: Seminar. 4 p.m., Duncan Hall Room
615. For more information call 9245200.
KSJS: "About this and that," 6
p.m., on KSJS. For more information call 924-KSJS.
Career Planning & Placement
and Recreation and Leisure Studies Department: Panel discussion,
9:30 a.m., S.U. Almaden Room.
For more information call 924-3000.
Asian Business League: Seminar, 4 p.m., S. U . Almaden Room.
IRM Department: Speaker: Glen
Hansen, 7:15 p.m., Art Building
Room 133.

IRM Department: Speaker: John
Zachman. 3 p.m.. Business Classroom Room 312.
IRM Department: Speaker: Dr.
Patrick Manley. 6 p.m.. Art Building Room 133.
SJSU Theatre Arts Department:
The Fantasticks, 8 p.m., Studio Theater-Hugh Gillis Hall Room 103. For
more information call 924-4551.
Ohana of Hawaii: Hula Show
cancelled, 12:30 p.m., S.U. Amphitheater. For more information call
274-2755.
Career Planning & Placement:
Co-op orientation. 1:30 p.m.. S. Li.
Almaden Room. For more information call 924-6033.
Career Planning & Placement:
Careers in recreation, 9:30 a.m..
S.U. Almaden Room. For more information call 924-6033.
French Club: Presents "Le
Grand Chemin,’ 2:30 p.m., Sweeney Hall Room 410. For more information call 253-6092.
Sociology 80 Class: Plastic pollution table, 9:30 a.m., Clark Library. For more information cal16297485.
Association of Rock-n-Roll: Free

concert with Bug. noon. S.U. Amphitheater. For more information
call 279-9397.
Chi Epsilon: Meeting -New officers election, 11:30 a.m., Engineering Building Room 106. For
more information call 287-9561.
Re-Entry Program: Brown hag
lunches series, noon. S.U. Pacheco
Room. For more information call
924-5934).
Financial Management Association: Recruiter night. 5 p.m.. University Club. For more information
call 270-1967.
Financial Management Association: Personal development -interS.U. Costanoan
view skills. 5
Room. For more information call
270- I 967 .
Recreation and Leisure Services
Department: Careers in recreation
ork shop 7:30 a.m.. Spartan Complex Room 209. For more information call 365-7323.
THURSDAY
Christian Science College Organization: Meeting. 2 p.m.. Music
Building Room 160.
SJSU Theatre Arts Department:
The Fantastick,. 2 and 8 p.m., Stu.
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HOTEL EMPLOYMENT
AVAILABLE
The Doubletree Hotel at the Santa Clara
Convention Center is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:
DOOR PERSON/GREETER
Part Time, evenings and weekends.
For CHIPS Nightclub.
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
General Maintenance skills. Hotel exp.
preferred, flexible hours.
COCKTAIL SERVERS
For our popular CHIPS Nightclub.
Previous experience helpful.
Apply in person! Human Resources Dept.,
5101 Great America Parkway, Santa Clara.

dio Theater-Hugh Gillis Hall Room
103. For more information call 9244551.
SJSU Theatre Arts Department:
Spring musical: Yours. Anne. 2 and
8 p.m.. Studio Theater-Hugh Gillis
Hall Room 103. For more inform -

rFREE

lion call 924-4551.
Math and Computer Science
Department:
Speaker:
Number
Theory,Conves Sets, 4 p.m., MacQuarne Hall Room 324. For more
information call 924-5144.

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY
FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of Financial
Aid

Regardless of Grades or Parental Income
We have a data bank over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellow
ships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding
Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence
There’s money available for students who have been newspaper
carriers, grocery clerics, cheerleaders, non-smokers. etc.
Results GUARANTEED

CALL
ANYTIME

For a Free Brochure

a -1

(800)346-6401

Students Faculty Staff
Buy IBM" PS/2’ Personal Computers
at Special Discounts!
IBM Personal System /2 ’ computers are now
available at special educational discounts to students, faculty, and staff of San Jose State University
From the durable, full -function IBM PS/2 Model 25.
to the powerful IBM PS/2 Model 80 386, IBM PS/2
computers combine integrated, total system design
with advanced graphics for a wide range of applications.

For information call
Derek Cordon,
our student representative
for San lose State University
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SJSU ruggers fall to Santa Barbara
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SJSU’s Phil Cepeda, with ball, tries to escape a Santa Clara defender in the Spartans’
7-0 semifinal win. UCSB defeated SJSU 13-7 to win the University division final.

Guachos dethrone short-handed Spartans
for the tournament that we dominated the play-offs." he added.
In defending the championship "We were so nervous in the chamtitle in the Santa Barbara Rugby pionship round that we started
tournament, SJSU displayed making stupid mistakes that cost
intimidation and aggression us the tournament."
UCSB scored a try and a penalagainst four teams Saturday on the
way to university division cham- ty kick within minutes. The
game.
Spartans, who hadn’t been scored
pionship
The Spartans were bent on upon in two tournaments, strugretaining the trophy. And they gled much of the first half. Most
wanted to win it as they did last of the first half was played in the
year, with not a team scoring a SJSU side of the field. Late in the
single try throughout the entire first half, SJSU came back with a
try and a penalty kick to tic up the
tournament.
The Spartans’ defense per- score 7-7 at the half.
formed the same magic, shutting
"We built momentum early in
out four opponents before fading the tournament," said SJSU forin a disappointing 13-7 loss in ward Bill Klump. "But the
Sunday’s championship round, momentum never stayed for long
losing to host UCSB.
_ . periods of time--especially in the
the title to University of Santa finals."
"We’re a team," said Woods.
Barbara.
"We were happy to make it all "We win as a team, we lose as a
the way to the championship team," Woods said. "There was no
match, considering that we had one to blame. We’re happy to do
players out due to illnesses," said as well as we did."
The championship game was
Nate Woods, rugby team president, who was one of the ill play- played in regulation time-40
minute halves on a regulation ers sitting out the tournament.
"But we were just so hyped up sized field. In the qualifyine
By Doris Kramer

Daily staff vinter

games, teams played 20 minute
halves along with the shortened
fields, making for quick action!filled games. These variations of
regulation rules were necessary to
accommodate the nearly 70 teams
at the tournament.
In SJSU’s first game of the
tournament, Scott Rees scored on
a 30-yard try to lead the Spartans
to a 12-0 win over the University
of San Diego.
In the quarterfinal game, SJSU
blanked Claremont Men’s College
(Pomona) 12-0. In SJSU’s third
game against Guanos, a local team
from Santa Barbara, Jeff Witwer
scored two trys to help the
Spartans in a 15-0 win.
In the semifinal game against
Santa Clara University, the
Spartans had a score to settle.
SJSU was defeated earlier this
season by the Broncos.
Jason Crothers scored on a try
and Mike Piazza kicked his second penalty kick of the tournament in SJSU’s 7-0 win, which
advanced them to the finals
against UCSB.

’Funny Stuff! With a Message!"
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Softball team bounces back after
Fresno loss, beat Cal Poly Pomona
By Steven Musil
Daliyhtaff writer
SJSU’s softball team (21-19, 79) proved its strength last week
against three teams ranked in the
NCAA Top 20.
Last Monday, the Spartans fared
well against No.5 Cal State
Fullerton (34-8, 18-4). The Titans
split two games, winning the first 60, and losing in extra innings to the
Spartans, 9-8.
On Friday, the Spartans dropped
a pair of games to rival Fresno State
at P.A.L. Stadium in San Jose.
In the third inning, the Spartans’
Noleana Woodward scored the first
run of the game on a Tiffany
Cornelius line drive to center field.
The Bulldogs tied the game at one
in the sixth inning and the score
remained that way until the 10th.
FSU, ranked No. 2 in the nation,
took the lead on a three-run triple
and held on for a 4-2 win. A 10thinning Spartan rally yielded another
Woodward run, but could not recapture the lead.
In the second game, the Bulldogs
jumped to an early 2-0 lead, but the
Spartans answered by tying the

she was pleased with her teams performance and commended pitcher
’We have a number Gale Dean.did a good job," Strahan
"Gale
said. "She really has a bad shoulder
of players from
from over use."
Dean, who leads the conference
Fresno and they
in innings pitched (154 2/3), pitched
well despite a pinched nerve in her
have some from
right shoulder.
"I was in a lot tat pain alter We
San Jose.
game," Dean said. "They won’t even
let me pit,:h (Sunday).
Everyone knew
Stratum attributed the game’s
intensity to a personal team rivalry
each other.’
between the two schools.
"We have a number of players
Kathy Strahan, from
the Fresno area and they have
SJSU softball coach some players from the San Jose
area," she said. "Everyone knew
each other."
score at 2-2. Fresno got a run in the
On Saturday, the Spartans split
ninth to win 3-2.
two games with Cal Poly Pomona
Freshman designated hitter (5-3, 0-7). The Spartans won the
Nolcana Woodward praised the first game, 5-3, behind the pitching
Spartan effort in both games.
of Leann Emery, but were blanked
"I thought our team was really in the second, 7-0.
pumped for the games," Woodward
SJSU goes on the road next week
said. "They had to fight for every to face Santa Clara on Apr. 11, Cal
run."
State Fullerton on Apr. 14, and San
SJSU coach Kathy Strahan said Diego State University on Apr. 15.

Rose investigation snagged on
false claim of jailed bodybuilder
InvestigaCINCINNATI (AP)
tors have been unable to substantiate
a jailed body builder’s claims that he
placed bets for himself and Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose on
baseball games, a published report
says.
The investigators are looking at
telephone records and other documents in an attempt to determine the
truth of the allegations by Paul Janszen. a former Rose associate who is
in prison for income tax evasion.
The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer reported Sunday.
The newspaper quoted an unidentified investigator as saying, "Does
Janszen have an ax to grind? You
het .
Major League Baseball is investigating Rose for "serious allegations." reportedly involving gambling. If he is found to have bet on
baseball games. Rose could he suspended from the sport. Betting on
Reds’ games could bring him a life-

time ban from baseball.
hallenge id betting.
Rose on Sunday declined com"Ile likes to win. and he likes to
ment on whether he bet on baseball V. in big." Metz said. "You can do
or whether Jansten placed any bets that at the race track, hut not with
for him.
And certainly not w 1th
Meanwhile. associates of Rose
told The Cincinnati Enquirer that
’I’ve never seen him bet on base they couldn’t imagine Rose betting
Ii’. the hardest to beat. And it
on baseball.
lust wouldn’t make sense for Pete.
Joe Kaiser. who manages a restau- He’s already competitive in baseball
rant and bar near Riverfront Sta- trying to win a pennant. He wants
dium. said he had placed hens for that more than anything. He doesn’t
Rose at race tracks.
need to bet on baseball.’’ Metz said.
"Pete Rose is no altar boy, but
Rose. in an interview published
he’d never do anything sacrilegious.
He’d never break the sanctuary ot Sunday in the Dayton Daily News,
baseball. He’s never bet on base- denied a report hy the new Taper on
e owned
ball, Kaiser said. "I’d go before a Saturday thai he
firing squad and say he didn’t bet on pan 01 a a iiiiiiig Pik Six ticket from
baseball and if Pete admitted it. I’d Turks ay Park in Florence. Ky.
say, ’Go ahead and shoot me.’’’
Thomas (iiiiiosa of New Bedford.
Rose said last week that long-time Alas,
:IN indicted on charges of
acquaintance Arnold Met/, a former falsely listing on his federal tax reRiverfront Stadium operations em- turn S47.64b in income from a Jan.
ployee, places bets for him it race lb. 1987.
ticket at Turfway
tracks. Met, said Rose likes the Park.

GET YOUR FREE
SUMMER SESSION SCHEDULE
NOW!
Visit Continuing Education
in DM 136B or Bldg. T
or get a copy at Administration Bldg.
Info Center, Student Union Info Center
or Admissions and Records Lobby.

Noon - Student Union Amphitheatre
Sponsered by Supro

Public Hearings

CLASSES START MAY 30!
GET IN
I

’74t iA
A.S. Positions Available Now

For A. S. Budget Fiscal Year 89-90
Wednesday April 12
and
Wednesday April 19
at 3:30 p.m.
A. S. Council Chamber

Want to gain working experience, meet people, and make a
difference on campus? If you have answered yes, the Associated
Students is for you.
We have a number of open positions.
For
homecoming committee, personnel selection committee,
example:
For information, please stop by The Student Union,
and others.
or call 924.6240 today.
Remember, things will change when you
get involved. ,
Looks great on a resume!

Funded

hy
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SJSU moves into second after taking pair from UNLV
By Matthew D. Anderson
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By taking two of three last weekend from UNLV, the
Spartans moved into second place in the Big West.
The 17th -ranked Spartans lost the series opener
Friday, 5-2, hut won the next two games, 12-8 and 4-1.
SJSU (31-7 overall, 4-2 in the Big West) travels to
Santa Clara (25-15) tonight to play their nemesis in a
non -conference game at 7 p.m.
The Broncos have won the last eight meetings
between the teams, including a 14-0 trouncing March
28.
Against the 21st ranked Rebels, a team that finished
40-22 last year, SJSU received a mixture of good hitting
and strong pitching.
Friday night, SJSU’s ace, Dave Tellers, suffered his
first loss in 12 decisions, tosing the pitching showdown
with UNLV All-American left-hander Donovan
Osborne (9-1).
Tellers (11-1) had seven strikeouts in eight innings
(79 for the season) but was victimized by three errors,
giving the Rebels the extra opportunities they needed to
win.
UNLV dropped to 3-3 in the conference play and 319 overall.
"I wasn’t upset with our offense," Piraro said. "I’m
disappointed with our defensive play. We have to do the
little things to win."
SJSU jumped out to a 2-0 lead when Jason Hanf, the
Spartans’ new third -baseman, hit a fifth -inning home
run.
The Rebels scored two in the sixth, a run in the scv-
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David Pipkins Daily staff photographer

summiT CONFERENCE
SJSU catcher Kevin
Tannahill tries calm Chris Martin Saturday.

‘I’m disappointed with our
defensive play. We need to do
the little things to win.’
Sam Piraro,
SJSU baseball coach
enth and two in the ninth to give Osborne all the si ppon
he needed to shut down SJSU. "Except for the home
run," Osborne said. "They didn’t show they could hit
me. Tellers is a good pitcher. I just threw my game."
In SJSU’s 12-8 win on Saturday, neither team’s starting pitcher threw a good enough game to make it into
the fifth inning.
Chris Martin started for the Spartans and left in the
fourth inning after giving up eight hits, including four in
the first inning when the Rebels scored three runs to
take a 3-2 lead.
Mike Gonzales hit a two-run homer in the second to
give the Spartans a brief 4-3 lead and chase UNLV
starter Joe Sawaia.
Of his third home run of the year, Gonzales said "I
guessed fastball inside -half and got it."
With the game tied at seven going to the bottom of
the seventh, the Rebels brought in their bullpen ace, Jon
Sims (2-1, six saves).
The Spartans promptly scored scored three runs without the benefit of a hit against the Rebel relief ace.
Sims issued two walks, allowed a stolen base and
threw a wild pitch (allowing a run) and a passed ball.
An error on the shortstop (allowing a run) and Mike
Irvin’s sacrifice fly for a run allowed the Spartans to
take a 10-7 lead and give Kent Campbell (2-1) his first
career victory at SJSU.
SJSU added two more in the eighth when Sims hit
two batters and allowed John Bracken’s two-out, two
run single.
Speaking of Sims’ wild stint, which included a pitch
thrown behind Ozzie Fernandez, Gonzales said "I was
taking my life in my own hands (batting in the ninth), it
was scary, but he set the table for us."
On Sunday, Donnie Rea (7-3) quieted the Rebels
high -scoring offense with a four-hitter. That performance earned him Big West pitcher of the week honors.
"I figured I was due to pitch a good game," Rea said.
"It’s great to come back and win the last two after losing
the first game of the series."
The Spartans had six has but that was enough to beat
Chance Gledhill (2-1).
SJSU scored three runs in the second. Steve
Anderson led off with a double, John Verniest hit a RBI
single, and Gonzales was hit by a pitch. After Andy
Coan sacrificed the runners to second and third,
Bracken hit a two- run single to extend his hitting streak
to eight games.
The Rebels scored their only run when designated
hitter Kevin Lofthus hit his 19th home run (leads the
nation) to keep his 31 -game hitting streak alive.
"I’d give four solo home runs to Lofthus as long as
they didn’t beat us," Piraro said. "This was a big series
to win. If Rea has his stuff, he can beat a team like
(UNLV)."
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UNLV’s Kevin 1.ofthus is caught stealing by 11ike Gonzales in SJSU’s 12-8 win
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A SADD FUNDRAISER

Now has the capability -to
enlarge 8 112 x 1 J’s -to
poster size.
Great for : Presentations,
Signs, Banners, etc...
ASK FOR DET41L8!
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK ’89
Inesday ./1pn/ //
BRAZILIAN

DAY

The Brazilian consul from San Francisco will speak
on the current political, economic, and social situation
in Brazil. This event will be held in the Almaden Room
in the Student Union at 12:30
Admission is free. Information Miguel Avila 262-8044
Presented by: Clube Lusitania
Wednesday Apr7I 12
HAWAIIAN

DAY

Ohana of Hawaii presents -HULA DANCING SHOW
with music, song, and dance. Held at the Aquatic Center
(swimming pool) at 12:30. Admission is free.
Information: call Jimmy at 274-2755

Win a Pontiac LeMans GSE!
GUESS HOW MANY TAPES CAN FIT
IN THE PONTIAC MUSICMOBILE

April 10 14
ARTS

EXHIBITION

Cultural Arts Exhibition, on Window Glass.
3rd floor in the Student Union. Admission is free.
Information: Mike Nguyen 279-8827
Presented by: Vietnamese Student Association
Friday April 14

COME SEE THE

Enter Your School’s Drawing!

PONTIAC MUSICMOBILE

1st Prize: Emerson Compact Disc
Player and 25 lop artist Compact Discs
2nd Prize: 25 Compact DISCS
3rd Prize: 50 cassettes

INTERNATIONAL. DANCE
Dance from 9pm to 1:30am to the sounds of new wave
and pop. Sponsored by:
Intercultural Steering Committee
Chinese Student Association
Vietnaese Student Association
Advanced tickets available at the A.S. Business Office.
For Information call. Yen Tan 292-3197
Vu Nguyen 286-1238
Tim (415) 623-1777
INTERNATIONAL WEEK IS SPONSORED BY:
ICSC AND FUNDED BY THE A$.

DATESPLACE

APRIL

11,

12,

13

9th STREET NEAR STUDENT UNION
IN FRONT OF SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Donations will be contributed to your sponsoring organization or local chapter of Students
Against Driving Drunk

P/usa// en/nes go inlo a drawing for
4 Pontiac LeMans GM’s’ Drawing lo be he/d
during the 1988 1989 school year De/ails
provided a/ your Pontiac Musicmobile

ORGANIZATION: KAPPA SIGMA

Friends don’t let friends drive drunk!

Tuesday, April Ii, 19K9/Spartan Daa
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Social worker
repeatedly knifed
in health center
SAN FA MONICA tAP)
A
psychiatric social worker was repeatedly stabbed at a health center by a
patient who said, "I’ll kill you! I’ll
kill you!"’ police and the victim
said.
Sunday’s attack on Shirley Ann
Sauerwein, 44. was the second such
knifing in seven weeks at a Santa
Monica mental health facility.
Ms. Sauerwein was in good condition Monday at Santa Monica Hospital Medical Center, where she was
expected to remain for several days
for treatment of five wounds in the
chest and arms, said a nursing supervisor.
Ms. Sauerwein was stabbed about
noon Sunday at the board and care
center on Pacific Coast Highway.
She and police identified her attacker
as a patient anxious over a court
hearing scheduled for Monday.
Larry Anthony. Taylor. 27, was
arrested and held for investigation of
attempted murder in the jail ward at
County-USC Medical Center, said
Sgt. Frank Fahrega.
Ms. Sauerwein said she feels no
animosity toward Taylor. She said
he had an irrational fear of the court
hearing, which she would describe
only as a minor criminal matter.
"Larry is a young man who is immature and in certain instances cannot practice the best judgment," she
said.
Ms. Sauerwein said she works for
the Los Angeles County Department
of Children’s Services and pan -time
at the Santa Monica clinic.
She said she had met psychiatric
worker Robbyn Panitch, who police
said was stabbed to death Feb. 21 by
a transient at another mental -health
facility, the Santa Monica West
Mental Health Clinic.
Ms. Sauerwein said from her hospital bed that she had counseled Taylor earlier in the day at the psychiatric
rehabilitation
center.
She
withheld the name of the center, saying she was afraid its reputation

Gas prices rise after
worst U.S. oil spill

Showing off

Lundberg calls hike
‘greatest’in U.S.
gasoline history

Daily staff photographer

David Pipkins
Mike Yore, a senior majoring in fine arts, is displaying his work this week to gain a candidacy for

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Gasoline prices jumped more than 10
cents in the wake of the nation’s
worst oil spill, an analyst said.
"It can be said it was the quickest
as well as the greatest wholesale
price hike in the history of the U.S.
gasoline market," said Trilby Lundberg, who surveys prices at 17,000
U.S. gasoline stations.
"Without factoring in inflation.
this also was the fastest and greatest
rise for retail."
She did not say what the greatest
price hike was.
For the 22 days that ended Friday,
the average retail price of a gallon of
gasoline rose to $1.1063, up from
51.0037. Ms. Lundberg said Sunday.
The hike in wholesale prices was a
tenth of a cent greater than the retail
increase.
The average price includes all
taxes, grades of gasoline and selfservice and full -service pump prices.
The price surge followed the brief
shutoff of crude oil shipments after
the crash of an Exxon tanker in Alaska’s Prince William Sound. The ensuing spill temporarily closed the
Port of Valdez. It has since reopened, and Lundberg said prices already were beginning to fall by Sunday.
However, some distributors who
sell to retailers accused independent
refineries of taking advantage of the

a Master’s Degree. He titled this exhibit, "The
’sense’ of Balance: Into and Out of the Studio."

spill, which briefly cut oft 40 percent of California’s crude supply,
the Los Angeles Times reported
Sunday.
"When the news got out, the refiners were all of a sudden saying
they’re out of gasoline," said Bill
Wright, owner of Wright Oil Co. of
Santee. "They raised prices as high
as they could to stop the demand for
their gasoline, because every gallon
they sold that day was a gallon they
wouldn’t be able to sell the next
week for a lot more money."
Lundberg said the refineries’ price
rises were justified.
"It was a price response ... stemming from actual cutbacks in crude
oil and refined product, and a preventive mechanism by which the refiners did not want to run out," she
said.
She said refiners faced a dilemma
during the past three weeks.
"You have your choice of supplying to whoever comes quick and
takes all you’ve got," she said. "Or
you raise your price and make sure
all your accounts get some, and you
don’t have panic buying among accounts and consumers. The refiners,
at large, chose that tactic."
The prices for self-service gasoline stations, which now make up 80
percent of the domestic market,
were: regular unleaded $1.0096, up
from 90.09 cents; premium unleaded. $1.1580, up from $1.0624;
regular leaded, $1.0056. up from
87.72 cents.
Full service: regular unleaded for
51.268, up from $1.1872; premium
unleaded for $1.3807 cents, up from
$1.3008, and 51.2422 for regular
leaded, up from $1.1513.

might saki- needlessly.
She said her attacker locked the
door before he stabbed her in her
chest and arms. She said she relied
on her training and tried to reason
with the attacker.

SJSU Latin Jazz Ensemble
In its debut concert.,,
Dan Sabanovich, director
with special guest

Pete Escovedo
Latin Percussionist

$99 Roundtrip Airfares
On Northwest Airlines.

Don’t miss this exciting evening of "Salsa"
and Jazz It should be one of the best
concerts of the year.
Wednesday April 12 --- 8:15 PM
SJSU Concert Hall
$5.00 General
$3.00 Student
Admission charge
not required

r BOS I
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Proceeds go to the
music scholarship fund

WANT A
FUN JOB
Cit TB\OW
ON A
TROPICAL ISLAND?

AR 11

ITIC 1L1

Can you play volleyball? Tennis? Windsurf? Dance ? Sing ?
Pray a guitar or other musical instrument? Not afraid to
work_ hard? Are you interested in an opportunity to learn
_Japanese? Or are you just a great personality who can
entertain others into having the time of their fives? If you
can do one or more of these activities, we might have the
job ,[or you.

PACIFIC ISLANDS CLUB...
is a beach resort in Micronesia that caters to guests who
want to be entertained and play water sports and tennis.
We have openings for . .

RECREATION
COORDINATORS
& ENTERTAINERS
Persons to organize and instruct water and beach sports,
direct games, arts 6- crafts, and to perform in matinees,
dinner shows and pool-side skits. Applicants should be
high energy, extroverted outdoor types with recreation,
sports or theatrical eTperience. _Japanese language not essential but preferred Willingness to work, hard and learn
Yapanese is necessary. We provide housing, meats and other
fringe benefits inchufing round-trip airfares.
For more Information, attend our Information session,
Wednesday, April 12, 2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. In the
Pacheco Room of the Student Union or contact Career
Planning and Placement, BC 13, 924-6033. We will be
conducting interviews on Thursday, April 13,12:30p.m.5:30 p.m. Sign up In Career Planning and Placement,
Business Classroom 13.
Lyrual Opportunay bnployer ars(
Ta. I ht Wank Club u
all 11,5 41 WI apply Proof of riv011tiy to work in die V.S
U ’7041rd

Atlania
niurultrip

Soo mundh-q,

14blunglun /)’
$O9 mundlrip

A special offer for students,
only for American Expressx Cardmembers.
If you want logo places, it’s time for the American
Express’ Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new trawl
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyforfull-time
studentv who carry lbe American &press Card
Trawl privileges that offer:
71vo $99 round/rip tkkets fly to many of
than 180 cities served by NorthNORTHWEST thewestmorein the
contiguous 48 I inited States.
AIRLINES
Only one ticket may be used per sixLOOK TO LtS
month period.
,s’pecial Quarterly Nortbual Declination Accounts
throughout 1989 - up to 25% off most available farm.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest’s WORLDPERKS"
free travel programwhere only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canadaupon

enrollment through this special student offer.
And, of course, you’ll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged trawl: you
must be a Ganimember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call I -800-942-AMEX.
Vt/e’ll take your application and begin to process it
right away What’s more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you’re still in
school
Apply now Fly later
forks

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

*Fare is for roundtnp trawl on Noritmest Airlines Tickets must he purchased within 24 hoots after making reservations Fares are non refundable and no itinerary champ MaN he
made after purchase Seats at this fare are limited and may not he available when you call Trawl must he completed br certificate expiration date and may not he available between
cities to which Northwest doe. not have direct connections or routimo City fuel tat, surcharges not included in fare from Roston ($2 SO). Chicago(1600) and Florida cities ($218)
TRAVEL.,.,
dates and other restrictions may apply For complete offer details. call I MOO 992 AMEX Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $09 vouchers in the
Certain
, blackout
,,
SERVICES
ism/ American Express Fravel Related services Compans, Inc
man

Spartan Daily/ Tuesday, April
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Texas A&M researchers repeat
debatable fusion experiment
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COLLEGE STATION. Texas
(AP) - Researchers have duplicated
a controversial experiment and
achieved nuclear fusion at room temperature, a Texas A&M University
spokesman says.
A press conference was scheduled
for today at Texas A&M to announce the findings of a team led by
thermal dynamics researchers Bruce
Gammon and Kenneth Marsh and
associate
chemistry
professor
Charles Martin.
They have been among scientists
around the world attempting to confirm the March 23 claims University
of Utah researchers that have met
with widespread skepticism.
"Our people are convinced that
they’ve got it. so as a gesture to the
researchers in Utah, we wanted to
announce it as soon as possible,"
said Ed Walraven, a Texas A&M
spokesman.
Scientists have been trying to unlock the secrets of nuclear fusion for
decades because it holds the potential for providing a clean. inexpen-

sive and virtually inexhaustable supply of energy.
Fusion occurs when the nuclei of
atoms are joined together, creating
heat. It is the energy source that
powers the sun and hydrogen
bombs. The energy produced by nuclear power plants comes from fission, which splits atoms.
Scientists have thought it requires
extremely high heat to achieve fusion.
But last month, B. Stanley Pons,
chairman of the University of Utah’s
chemistry department, and his British colleague, Martin Fleischmann
of Southhampton University in England, claimed to have sustained a
controlled fusion reaction at rflorn
temperature using equipment found
in any college laboratory.
Gene Charleton. another Texas
A&M spokesman, said the experiment by his school’s researchers
yielded significantly more energy
than they were putting into it. In the
experiment, the researchers passed
an electric current through heavy
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water - water that contains a heavy
isotope of hydrogen - using elec.
trodes of platinium and palladium.
Kenneth Hall. the assistant director of the Texas Engineering Experi.
ment Station at the university wtas
has followed the researchers’ work,
was more cautious about the researchers’ claims.
"Under the worst case scenario,
they see an 8 percent increase in energy over what they put into the reaction. The best case is about 40 percent. But they’re not willing to
postulate how it happens. It may be
fusion but they’re not sure," Hall
said.
Pons and Fleischmann claimed to
have produced four times as much
energy as they put in their experiment.
University sources said Gammon,
Marsh and Martin were in seclusion
until the news conference so they
could complete a scientific paper
that will be sent to the Journal of
Electroanalytical Chemistry in Norway.
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Gary Delamore

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AYN RAND - interested In her phll of
obliectiv.m7 I on, considering
founding club al SJSU 1.ve
Mane & phone g for Dove at 3563597
FREE VISA MASTERCARD 5 SEARS
application for college students!
Just .nd
sell
addressed
stamped envelops to KAIHATSU
MARKETING, 734 5 410 St. Box
5, Philadelphia, Pa 19147 Apply
today for your future!
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Want
good coverage you can afford?
We have qualify plans at low
prices Monthly terms available
Call Mark FIlice at (408)943-9190
for no obligation quote
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now! Save your teeth, eye.
and Money too Cl.nings and of.
the vials at no charge For brochure see A S office or Student
Health Center or call (408)371(1611 in San Jose

DYNAMIC

MARKETING

A SALES
Coordlnetors and National Marketing Directors needed
You
choose your Income, level Bob
984-01168

FOREIGN STUDENTS A SCHOLARS.
busines.r. & Investors seek
foreign nationals with first hand
knowledge of monomic. busk
ness, scientific, & political conditions In home country for consulting assistence. For Info send
resume toNCS Int1,700 St. Marys
PI
Suite 1400 San Antonio,
T X.78205 or 000-6252028 Ert 656.
LIFEGUARDS

SEASONAL & year
round positions available .w.
Salary Lifeguard. 55 5046 40 hr
Pool
Managers $7 00-541.60hr.
Call 942.2470

MANAGER NEEDED

DwIn

parking

.rvi., 7 lots, 9 oft.dsnto . !ree l. over all operations Acctin1.
knowledge required Call Pls.
Periling 971 -PARK
OFFICE

ASSISTANT NEEDED
Wknda only 85-6 start Duties Include cashiering. phones, thing

SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every Interest! Romance,
friendship,
adventure

and ten-liey. For info call Carol or
511,1 at Ruuell’s Furniture (408)

Leave your mess.* or you can
hear six message* from others,
try It. you’ll be glad you did Call

OFFICE MANAGER NEEDED at notional training co Very flexible
h.rs Full or part.tirne Moot be

daily!
Messages
change
quently Only $2
any toll

fre-

AUTOMOTIVE
BUY A NEW CARdelesle free for lees
money You plcli the model, make
and access.... We find you the
best deal. no obligation Ind..,
dent broker. references call KEN
al 728-0639
SEIZED CARS. truck. beets, 4 wheelers, motorhorn., by FBI, IRS.
DEA ANrallable your area now
Call (805)13412-7555, eat C-1255
82 JETTA - Must sail - 92 thousand
Call or leer. mesege 971.5872
80 HONDA CIVIC 1500. 4-speed. 2-dr..
951,. AM FM stereo new tires.
1500
only

ev..

288-7609 MonThurs

FOR SALE
MATTRESS SETS. NEW!! BEDS!!
Twin WS. full SW. queen St 29,
king 5188 You get both pl..
Bunkbede 5129 Bedhames available now 11 your bed Isn’t giving
you the comfort or the support
you like, why not get new bed?
Our beds ars very comfort.. &
cheap Call 945-8558
WEDDING DRESS - Sire 7 8. 1400 or
summer wedb o Perfect for
ding Call 395-4827

HELP WANTED
ADDRESS ENVELOPES 5500 00 & up
per weal, Send SASE REPWERIA
ASSOCIATES, P0 Box 3247. San
Jose, CA 99116
AUTOMATED VAC EOPIIIT OPERA.
TORS needed on greveyd 11111
and weekend shift (2540 hr work
week) Requires 1.3 yrs mech or
saspnbly exp or .thiv ad In
the science. or computer prog
clffren We offer
Wet be US
Call
remb
100%
education
415493-1900, .445, VARIAN
?

AVON SALES - Buy or .11 Avon!
Earn ..tre Income or allow In. to
.11 to your Ar Death./ co. In
America Do your shopping with
Ave.
Ser.

Avoid crow.. & let me
you. M-F 530.530 Jane

251-5942.
CHEER UPI I’m hiring Diw to expan.
*Ion, I need more people to earn
week for pert tirre
5150 to 1500
phone promotion
hours doing

296-7393.

skilled In word procening and
communication Relaxed lob St.
0,0691,510. 57-9 hr Cell Mr Roe.
at 4374180

mivilskAs

AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT
Many
positions,
Work month -- home month Call
(805) 682-7555 01 S-1062

PASSPORT UNLIMITED Is hiring for
Spring Marketing Campaign Rep
4 star roe...rants
25 hr wk
$150 00 guaranteed Kevin 7278962

POSITIONS

AVAIL-

Full and pert time penmaABLE
n.00r positions even.. Northern
California Nannies, 175 San Antonio Rd. Sults 112, Los Altos, Ca
94022, (416)549-2933
THE STUDENT UNION Recreation
Even. Confer la now hiring for
ao. Office-7RM. Office aeration. Contact the 5104.1 Union
Dthector5 OffIce.
COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE STAFF
needed at reeklentlal feclithea for
young adults & adoleaceMe with
autlarn & related di...Willies Full
and pert lime positions mallet.
Starting 116-911 25Ill COI (40.)
448-39411.
COUNSELOR - GROUP HOME for autIMIc children Greet experience
for psych opat ad, end related
FT and PT. Call 1511 9-5
377.5412 or 377.1404
OCM hes
opening. tel 3 dell.. persons
Y. need your own cord 1100 0.0
work Ito 7 days week Wie offer

DELIVERY

PART-11ME

excellent pay, bonus., and
age reimbursement If you know
your way mound Santa Cien.
County. call us for en appoint.
meat 463-8838

EXAM FILES from Professor, throughout the USA Exam problems with
the profesors own detailed solu.
lions. Available for a Engineering
courms, Calculus, El?, Diff Eqns
Lin Alg, Chem. 0-Chern. Physic.
& more 23 different books evs11-

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS Full part time security
offker’ all shtft Full part time
evening process servers Ws will
traln Apply In person Mon -Fri.
9A11-4PM. 260 Meridian A.. San
Jose, Acura... Inc

SUMMER SPORTS CAMP counselor.
needed front June 26-Aug 4.
$6 52 hour for a great, fun summer lob opportunny! Call De Anza
College Sports Camp al 4059964886 for info or sop
TELEMARKETING!

Communications Berkeley (415)
8415036
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING Versatile, expert. staff 900-777-7901

TRAVEL
SUNNY

SAN DIEGO offline ticket
L.ve 427. depart 430 580
WM. deal. Call 559-1710.

TWA OFFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off anywhere any faro Purchase
your TWA student dimount card
now Also ask about TWA GET.
AWAY credit card Call Andy st
(408)297-6809. TWA campus rep.

able at Spartan Bookstore (down
stake) end Roberts Bookstore
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday morning at 10 45 AM al
Campus Christian Center. 10th &
San Carloa. For more Information
.bout .tIvIties, call Rev. Roth
Flotheber at 29150204
T-SHIRTS - Make money tor your
SJSU Club, Fraternity or Sorority
by selling custom Ilit screened T.
501111 .110 your design or logo 48
hour turn-around on most lobe
Call for references and prices.
Brainstorm
8801
VISA

OR

TPhirto,

(415) 962.

MASTERCARD!

Even

405-9764002
,SOUTH BAY
BULLETIN BOARD
Now there
to a WM. may my to mast quellty
ralegle In We whitey of your
hams. Ira so essy! When you call,
you will be told how to lesve your
own message or hear ex different
message* left by others There
are messageo from people with all
types of Inter.. When you no.,
something you like, ghee that person call That’s 11, Call today 52
toll, If my.

SERVICES
BARE FT ALL! Stop shaving, waxing,
tweezing or using chrem1.1 depthtortes, Lot me permanently rerno. your unwonted halr (chin,
bikini, tummy, m.stsche etc.).
15% th.ount to atudento end faculty Call before June 1. 1989 and
get your thin appl et 1 2 price
’Unwanted Hair Disappeers
My Ca,.,’ Gwen Chaigman, RE,
559-3500, 1645 S aamom An.,
4C

TYPING
ACHIEVEMENT,
ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY.
EDGEABLE In typing that’s tops.
Trust TONY, 298-2087. Thanks

Part lir.. S200 wk
POSSIBLE, dally cseh WelkIng
distance from campus friendly
supportive
atmosphere
Afternoon & evening Mitts available Good voice 11 personsiny
Cell BLAS at 296.3033
WAITRESS WANTED PT, lunch shift,
flex hrs E (cc tips, eop preferred
or 0111 1,110 Apply Okayama Restaurant. Japans. Cuisine, 565-W
No etri St S J
WANTED DATA ENTRY pert -time.
rnin SO WPM, good communicatl. Preferred look. English &
Spenlith Contact PAC LUTRAN
(408)279.2050
WORKERS NEEDED TO stall event.
at SJSU Rec Center, Shoreline
Amp . S J Cony Ctr end more
Concerts. sporio & privet* parties 11 you are looking to earn
e xtra money Des.4 on your mailability, please call Staff Network
(415)366-9984
SAI-Sthr to start SO poettlons
Hon Security, no sop nec
dsy awing grace shifts
pay dental hied benefits

P00.Fr PT
Weekly
We Ne

looking for frkendly people to
work In 111-1e00
Apply VANGUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
Blvd, Santa Clare between San
Tornae A 010011)

HOUSING
CHRISTIAN

FEMALE
NEEDED to
share 3 DM,’ house neer Cherry.
Forworthy 3330m.
1 3 MI

messes
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES
swillable from government horn
SI without credit check You leper Al. tar delinquent foreclosures call (005) 682-7555, eat H1513 for rwoo ilel your arse
SHARE MIN 20. condo Hwy 6110
McKee 10 min from campus.
pool. ma 9J Dulel rem NS
Loth & dep (4011) 272334Imo
/1274
3 ROOMS FOR RENT moose from
Wall 1240-6250 per month 11175
dept NIne victoria.. on San Fe,
rend A 1010 CM Curds at 408279436211 or 890434-3796 12-3

PERSONALS
ECCLESIA ONOSTICA SACRAMEN.
TORUN For (poetics, religion I
God’. genae of my.... not
men’s in...Oe on dorm Cole.
Mete thet rnyethiry ortth as at
Meta open to WI, 3 P M Sundays
St the Vlven chapel of 1118 111
United Method. Church, 24 N
910 II. Sort Mee. We Mee Mkt
Merimy both 1101.1 .114 Wm.. who
share out ~On For further inf.

DESKTOP

AAH, WHEN OVERWHELMED by reports to be typed, RELAX AND
LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Grad.
uste and undergrad Reou, moo
term paper., the.... reports of all
kind. Student rotes tor Under’
gni.. Ave.. day, eves weak.
ends by snot Call Anna 972-4992.

signs, (415)964-9183
Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union-bonen. Include iTultIonilooks-Computer Loons
Corn
Fre
petit. Savings Rates
Check Writing CshIng
Hanover GSL’S Ve?lecturer
luablii Member Privilege.. Call
917.72720, drop by our 0/110e at
? end San Salvador
MONEY FOR STUDENTS?? We match
students with available financial
old regard.00 of grad. or fsmily
Income Let our impue compute
rlred finding service provide you
vetth
custom gm of source.
After you till art data form, our
computer selects only Mom
munes you ars quell.d to ra

UST WOULD UtE
YOU ID WO ;404

4.0

Laugh,Linis

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time! Professional word-processing ...Ices that include fest hirnaround,
guarantee copy, grammar edging,
law printer, graphs and so much
more Call PAMELA at (406) 940-

MornEEE

E.. Ne

rSURE/30F
THE DMEKI

I
W

II

/
AM/WA’ - ’
,-..-&-,_

:
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Classified

on
completion
uhedule reeerve your tinge early
PJ-923-2309

of tem pepenkreassrch protects
resume. Will gladly moist w
mem., punctuation. and @en-

ACCURACY AND QUALITY offered
Professional typing, reasonable
Term papers mri resumes Call
Elaine 279-2221.200 Meridian

teric. structure 001.0.11211.1041
Tureblen. APA, & Campbell formats) Equipment used
Word
Perfect & HPLestrJetli Conolder.
able busing.. experience and forWILLOW
mer English rnakor

papor’

ANN WORD PROCESSING Theme Reports - Letters No time to type
your pow? CaN Mary Ann at
Ann’s. Sento Clerd 241-5490

GLEN area
COMPUTER. fsetracturete, neer Ham
Ilion & Wincheter. Campbell Call
SHIRLEY at 3753815 $150 per

At SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER
Clow lo school Available night
end day Rush )obs are my speck

P96
DISCOUNT WITH THIS ADM This yes,
call type’ who Is experienced In
all tomato (IncluclIng APA) Inc all
your typing med. ( theme) Call

&My Call Pam .t)404( 225-5025 or
1408)225-9009
CALL LINDA TODAY for experlenced,
professional word processing
with Laser printer Thews, term
papers, group protmts, etc All
Including
APA
formats
St 75 pegs dOunie spaced (10
pitch) Oukk return Transcripiton

L Ind& The Write Type 723-1714

PS Lae. Printer, or printiro from
your disk Both IBM & %Mc II computers Special student rate! Call
Primy. WORDWORKS at 253-

EVERYONE NEEDS TYPING sometime Why not mae the best impreslon7 A .atlytyped paper
gets higher grede For the beet
result. cell Barber. et
WRITE TYPE -400) 9724430

WORD or 253-WORK
MASTERS CANDIDATES AND UNDERGRADS Experienced theels
typist ...oting bookings for

AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for
your academic. business, legal
word pro...Mg needs Tenn pe
pera, reports, resume., letters,
group protects, manuals, theses
etc Leiter quality( Al formats

Spring 1989 deadlines Student
dl.ouni WORD PROCESSING
PLUS
923-4481
NEW COMPUTER SERVICE Dealitoo
publiehIng. word processing 6
laser printing Papers 1105.9.1.-

plus APA. SPELCHEK. .nctut.
hon. grammar aesistance
All
work guaranteed Free di. Dior fmulty
age Affordable student
rates! For truo professional. quick

sum..,
reports.
manuscripts,
...kitten. ...Jr. & flyers
S.r.fng.WllilarnO
Ph.. 245
6451 J...

& dependable worry.hes service
beat call PAM et 247.2481

wIt.

PROCESS IT WRITE, Fmutty and stu-

(SC It..)
EVERGREEN

WORDPROCESS1140.
On campus pickup deli.. Letter quality Tom papers, group
protect s, theeee. mourn.,, faculty
prolects, etc APA. MLA, Turbisn
forme. Owl guar (27 yr. sop.)

available
Almadentonic.
arsnhern wee Phone 264-4504

Cell Rol 274-3664 (leeo, me.
sage) Ava0004e 7 dsys.fek

CALL MRS MORTON at 2664444 for
EDITING

WORD PROCESSING

dents can rely On SCCUrete
timely productlith of newsletters
reports, mum., publketions.

GO WITH THE BEST. Top-quality secretedal earylie for ALL your
WORD processing needs Great,
ice cher...Ws. report,. menu.
ecripts, resumes, term amen.
theses Let our words work for
youl Editing. gremmer & spell
checking

manuscript., correspodence. etc
WIll old in gramme evadingpunctuation For prompt. 7 day
festoon. leaue message
Pergola at (406) 2951821

All work done on a

PROCESSING 15 yesrn expert.
once Reasonable rata* & fast
turn-around Clow to campus
Phone 292-4096
RESUME WRITING & TYPING SVC
Report!. & applications word processing
Career consultations
Bay aroma al professiomi service Career Center, 1765 Scott
Blvd. Santa Clara, 243-4070
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE - Profs.Nonel typing & buelnee eerelCee Fast, reasonable, & accu
rote Cali 408-929-3025
TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(401)972-1563
WORD PROCESSING. transcription
Term papers theses nseurnes
manuscripts
Feet ternerOund
Free di. storage Experienced
typist and legal transcriber 3651393

for
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING Ver
eat., expert sniff 800-7777901

PROFESSIONAL TYPYING & WORD

Print Your Ad Here
1C01.1711 approvmatelk Jl

94087, 1 -1100-USA-1221, all 1153.

",

,11111 spaces

Ad Rates

PLANNING A REDOING? Looking for
service
non -denominational
o mreonel vows, Plan now for
summer ceremonies. Call Rev

Minimum three lines on one day

Larson .1 257.7923
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
D.lree Michel. formerly of KSJ8
You’ve got the party we’re got
the musk, Moho! Productions
provklm wide variety of misek
for your wedding party or den.
id nem... ran. Gal Meer.

3 ines
4 Lines

5 Lines
6 Lines

or Plill et 27041110 or 922-7359.

One
Day
$390
$480
$5 70
$655

Two
Days
$480
$570
$660
S750

Three
Days
$525
56 15
$700
$790

Four
Days
Ss 50
$640
$730
S8 to

Five
Days
$575
$660
S7 50
$840

Each
Extra
Day
$t 00
St 15
51 30
51 45

t ach Additional I me Add S 90

EDITING.
PROOFREADING,
RESEARCH?! CluMity wort Cell DEE

Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

? (401)2112-7020

5-9 Lines

SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Casual
and evening weer, specielliing in
weddings formal, etc REASONABLE RATES. queltly work In WI-

10-14 ’nes
$50 00
15 Plus Lines $9000

S70 00

Address

Phone 924-3277
Cty (4, Stale

low Glen area call Marie at 4489414.

nciosed 5, S

T-IINIRTI for frelernftlee, sororities.
clubs. Wetness. Custom screen
printing m 1ml,ts. meets and
iectrets Wally work at lessonsMe Tee, SJSU ascot/arra
Conked Dal at (405)21.1.7337.
Yoram/ through Prkbay 3-10 PM.
WRTNO, RESEARCH SERVICES.
Acedortk. pope, Mee,. male.
lance. Ghostwriting editing, .
mow, mwmd-ywoe.altmg Al eubFiewrttere.
Civellfted
Note
wrItIng. Ofte109. WoW
Collegiate
Low rat.
minted

Circle a Classification.
I

.

,

4SR.TIVM

reporra men...lots & group
prole.. wok.. Student rates.
7 min Inn campus nr 610£ McK.
(BERRYESSA or.) To engure

thue ensuring the Mei pos.
Wine list Our see.oe is low -coat
and guaranteed, Call or write
Student Aid Services, 108 E Fro
mont An., 179, Sunny... C.

,

_

Aii,........ .ii as,.
)tp/piti

1;:4119,41.11.6;11;

Science).

A
MONSTER
NTIIECLOsETI_
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ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing & word processing Pepers,theols.resumes

your

#

THERE’S SIOT11946
TO aE AFRAID OF /
GO BACK 113 SLEEP/

I

,

s

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT! Academic
word procening our specialty,
accuracy,
quality
Guaranteed
Free disk storage proofing Red
sonenie rates We’re fest. dependable. grammar-experienced College grads, so callus with pews,
reports. theses (esp
SIC et 251-0449

Wanda Folk

,
,

3162 to reserve your time now
Only 15 minutes from camp..

Brochures,

copies of your resume plus 20
matching envelopes for lust 530.
FREE DEUVEAY
Finortine De-

I FIC,URET) I CULA-S)
Apt) A CHAUCER
To VIE NOW 1../MiTED

ps A OTTER OF FACT,
I’M DOING1m-1AM
-611S ow0R-rugirl TD
MAKE SOME 044X/ES.

WORD
PROCESSING Chrick end ...amble
Fest turnar.nd Letter googly
Call Shelly (408)247-7520

SERVICES

fryers,
graphIco
HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS of
all lields up to ex.utIves We
offer 20 postscript laser printed

John Lascurettes

PROFESSIONAL

’Hair Today Gore Tomo,

PUBLISHING

sru. PAW catlra.
vis 5-7xrp AMP
Mt’ PJC RAA15 -ro
ouetz ISAC_K
-To JO/P1

31 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guaranteed Thanks

APPOINTMENT

SETTING

Daily Interruption

AAAA-ACCURACY,

If

benkrupt or bad credit! We guarantee you card or double your
money beck, Call (805) 682-7555
.01 .1-1103

SECURITY

Guaranteed salary & bonus. We
train Call Ds. 408.727.0447
CHILDCARE
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Weather
From page 1
said.
Continuing Education administrators are currently spread across campus because they cannot fit in the
convened campus infirmary, which
was an original SJSU building.
The 40-year-old building can only
house the program’s classes and a
few administrators, which is not
conducive to the program’s administration. Bohen said.
Spartan Shops is also suffering
from a lack of space.
"We have had the same amount
of space for the last 20 years," said
Ron Duval, general manager for
Spartan Shops.
I he Spartan tsookstore nas outgrown its current space. he said, especially with the addition of the
computer store.
Spartan Shops planned to use the
extra space to provide more services

for students, Duval said.
"There is a real need for services
on the south side of San Carlos," he
said.
"Students out there don’t have the
time in between classes to go to the
bookstore for supplies or to the cafeteria for food in between classes,"
Duval said.
Spartan Shops was the vehicle
needed to secure construction loans,
said Connie Sauer, SJSU associate
executive vice president for business
and financial services.
Spartan Shops would also act as
landlord for the rest of the tenants
using the building, she said.
The NWS, which began a policy
to relocate its operations with university campuses, approached SJSU
with the idea of keeping the bidding
between the weather service and the
university only, said Don Witten,
NWS public affairs officer.
The NWS had several reasons for
wanting to relocate their Bay Area
office on the SJSU campus.
Resides use of the new building,

Rape

the NWS was guaranteed use of the
SJSU Department of Aviation’s facilities at the San Jose International
Airport for weather research, said From page 1
The victim had bruises "all over
Dick Staley, SJSU director of public
her body" and was taken to Valley
information.
Medical Center for treatment, MaloAlso, the proposed building site is ney said.
in clear line -of-sight to the new
Vaginal examinations for semen
weather radar equipment on Mt. and saliva could determine who
Umunhum.
committed the crime, he added.
There has been at least one other
The ruling still allows SJSU to bid
for contracting, but the unspecified
time frame for the open competition
disallows university officials to
know for certain whether it can save
the campus area it originally offered
to the NWS.
"Everyone involved has been ex
tremely supportive," said Peter Les
ter, SJSU chairman of the Meteorology Department.
"We just don’t know how long
we can wait before we have to give
up on the bidding process." said
Peter Lester, SJSU chairman of the
Meteorology Department.

Reagan, Meese aware of shipment
Oliver
WASHINGTON (AP)
North testified at his trial today that
former President Reagan and then Attorney General Edwin Meese III
concealed U.S. involvement in a
possibly illegal 1985 arms shipment
to Iran.
The former White House aide said
that in a meeting on Nov. 12, 1986,
"clearly the president ... had made a
decision not to disclose" the November 1985 shipment of Hawk missiles from Israel to Iran.
At a news conference on Nov. 19
Reaa week after that meeting
gan said "there were no other shipments which the United States condoned" besides the ones in 1986.
North recalled that in a Nov. 23.
1986 meeting with Meese. he supplied details about the 1985 shipment, which was assisted by the
CIA. Reagan in December 1985
signed a presidential finding approving the U.S. role after the fact. North

Budget
I rian page /
be increased to $90,000.
A.S. funding of the music department is the only money that music
ensembles receive.
Last year, the department received
almost $70.00) from the A.S.
That total was divided between
the 12 ensembles, with the Concert
Choir & Choraliers and the Spartan
Marching Band receiving more than
$12 ,(XX) each.
Each of the 12 ensembles would
be affected under the proposed cuts
According to Leas. the department was unaware of the cuts before
Monday. He said the cuts might
limit how often the ensembles could
compete in statewide competitions.
Both Hoffman and Leas said
members of each department will
probably speak at a public hearing
Wednesday in the A.S. chambers.
After the public hearing, the A.S
can choose to accept the proposal or
amend it. The chalices for amending
the recommendations, however, are
slim, according to Reese.
"The only problem with amending anything is that you have to take
the money from somewhere else,’
he said. "I don’t see that happening.
so I wouldn’t be surprised to see the
recommendation passed as is."

said he told Meese that "we ought to
stand up and acknowledge this"
shipment.
Two days after North met with
Meese, the attorney general told a
nationally televised news conference
that the Israelis had made the 1985
shipment without U.S. involvement.
North. testifying for the the third
day at his tnal in U.S. District
Court, said Iran was "very outraged" about the November 1985
shipment. Out of concern for the
safety of U.S. hostages held in Leb-

anon, the Reagan administration was
anxious not to be associated with the
Hawks, he said.
The Iranians were dissatisfied
with the Hawk missiles because they
weren’t designed to shoot down
planes flying at high altitudes, he
said.
North. depicting himself as a
pawn in a deadly chess game, said
Friday that he accepted a home security system free of charge because he
feared for his family’s safety.

rape reported in the garage since
1985, he added.
For many victims of sexual violence, a high degree of trauma follows the rape, according to experts.
"There’s a reaction of disbelief
that it happened," said Teresa Rodriquez of the YWCA Rape Crisis
Center in Palo Alto.
Without help, Rodriquez said
long-term problems such as fear of
people or germs can develop.

Rape crisis groups act as support
systems for victims, she said.
"We tell them that it is not their
fault," Rodriquez said.
The biggest motivation for the
rapist is a desire to be more powerful
and to control people, she added.
An estimated 80 percent of rapes
are performed by people the victims
know, Rodriquez said, adding that
nearly 80 percent of all rapes go unreported.

Bush approves Bennett’s plans
to curtail drug -related crimes

WASHINGTON (AP)
will inimediately begin accepting up
President Bush today approved a plan by to 250 sentenced prisoners from the
drug policy director William Bennett D.C. system in exchange for 250
to combat a rising tide of drug -re- cell spaces to be used by the U.S.
lated crime in the nation’s capital, Marshals Service for short-term dethe White House said.
tention of federal prisoners, ThornPress Secretary Marlin Fitzwater burgh said.
said the new proposals represent a
Thornburgh said a Washington beginning in the joint federal -state - area drug task force will get an addilocal campaign against drug abuse tional 57 federal, state and local infocused on the District of Columbia. vestigators, including 25 FBI agents
Attorney General Dick Thorn- and II Drug Enforcement Adminisburgh said in a statement that the tration agents.
plan would include construction of a
Five Defense Department intelli5(X)-bed federal detention center and gence analysts will also be assigned
a 700-bed prison in the Washington to the task force, which will concenarea to help relieve overcrowding in trate on identifying crack distributors
the D.C. prison system.
in the Washington area, he said.
Thornburgh ’said the Bureau of
Fit/water said Bush had reviewed
Prisons will seek a private contractor Bennett’s plans this morning and the
to construct the detention facility. president "urges that all agencies of
The Defense Department will assist government, federal and local, pull
in locating a site for the new prison. together to use these ideas and others
the attorney general said.
in solving the ongoing drug -related
As part of the plan. federal prisons crime problem in the District of Co-

lumbia."
"While director Bennett’s proposals may not he popular, they do represent a coming to terms with the
hard issues," the spokesman said.
"It’s Bill Bennett’s plan," he
said. "The president has reviewed it
and approved it in a general sense.

Policy
From page 1
After this meeting the policy may
change, Mabra-Holmes said.
"I have no idea what the outcome
will be," she said.
One employee who wouldn’t
mind a policy change is Tien Luting,
a senior majoring in human performance.
"I prefer to wear shorts during the
hot months," Luting said. "But it’s
a rule I have to follow."
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